U-Multirank 2017
Specification of programmes and degrees included

I.

Degree Programmes

U-Multirank includes all programmes that are equivalent to ISCED classification 6 and 7:



Bachelor and equivalent (ISCED 6)
Master and equivalent (ISECED 7)

Hence included are:



First degrees equivalent to a Bachelor (up to 4 years duration)
Undivided long first degrees equivalent to a Master (5 + years)

Not included are:




Short degrees equivalent to ISCED 5 (e.g. Foundation degrees or associate degrees)
Graduate certificates/diplomas
PhD programmes (ISCED 8)

For reasons of comparability we do not include:



Programmes of teacher education
Genuine distance learning programmes

II.

Specification of Subjects

As far as possible our definitions and delineations of the field refer to the UNESCO ISCED-F 2013
Classification of Fields of Education and Training. For your information the classification of fields is
attached as Annex I. The full document can be found here.
In 2017 the 2014 U-Multirank subjects will be updated for the first time. In addition, a number of new
subjects will be added. The 2017 subjects include:
 Business studies (update)
 Economics (new)
 Computer science and engineering (update)
 Mechanical engineering (update)
 Electrical engineering (update)
 Chemical engineering (new)
 Industrial engineering/production (new)
 Civil engineering (new)
General remark on interdisciplinary programmes
Interdisciplinary or broad programmes and qualifications are those which combine several fields of
education and training where no single field dominates. Many interdisciplinary programmes and
qualifications cover several narrow or even broad fields (in terms of ISCED-F 2013).
In our definitions, the ‘leading subject rule’ is used to determine the field to which the
interdisciplinary study programme should be assigned.
To give an example: If a programme consists of 60% history, 20% sociology and 20% philosophy, it
should be classified as history as this is the dominant subject.
If there is no leading subject (e.g. 50% chemistry and 50% environmental science), the decision to
include the programmes into one of the six U-Multirank 2016 fields is left to the institution.
Please note:
Degree programmes which have already been included in one of the U-Multirank 2016 subjects (e.g. in
chemistry) cannot be included again in the 2017!

1. Business studies & management
Our definition of the field corresponds to the narrow field “041 Business and administration” of
ISCED-F 2013. The following detailed fields can be included:
 0411 Accounting and taxation
 0412 Finance, banking and insurance
 0413 Management and administration
 0414 Marketing and advertising
 Logistics
 Management, incl. sectoral management (e.g. Tourism management)

Not to be included:
 Engineering degrees (e.g. Business engineering)
 Business informatics
2. Economics
Our definition of the field corresponds to detailed field “0311 Economics” of ISCED-F 2013
classification.
Note on business studies and economics:
Programmes integrating both business studies and economics (sometimes labelled “Business
economics”) can either be assigned to one of the fields by institutions (based on their main focus
according to our remarks on interdisciplinary programmes, on most common majors etc.) or can be
included in both subject rankings (with identical data). In the latter case, data have to be delivered only
once; we will copy them to the second field then.

3. Computer science and engineering
Our definition of computer science and engineering corresponds to the narrow field “061
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)” of the ISCED 2013 classification.
Included are all detailed fields listed as well as computer science programmes (incl. applied
programmes).
To be included:
 Computer Science
 Applied computer science
 Informatics
 Software / software engineering
 Hardware/ hardware engineering
 Computer systems
Not to be included:
 Programmes included under electrical engineering

4. Mechanical engineering
In most engineering fields the ISCED classification, which aims to apply to all of education from
lower secondary to higher education, does not fit very well to higher education engineering
programmes.
Mechanical engineering is the broadest of the engineering disciplines. This subject focuses on
two major topics: thermal systems and mechanical systems.
Included are:
 “General” mechanical engineering
 Energy engineering
 Applied mechanics



Thermodynamics

As there will be no separate rankings on those (sub) fields in 2017, the following programmes can
be subsumed under mechanical engineering as well:
 Automotive engineering
 Aerospace engineering;
Not to be included:
 Materials science & engineering (maybe added at a later year)
5. Electrical engineering
Our definition of the subject includes the detailed field “0714 Electronics and automation” (except of
subjects “computer engineering” and “computer repairing”) of the ISCED classification.
To be included:






Electrical and electronic engineering;
Robotics and automatic control;
Automation and control systems;
Communication engineering and systems;
Telecommunication;

Not to be included: programmes assigned to computer science and engineering (see 3)

6. Industrial engineering/production
Here ISCED does not offer a useful definition. Institutions can include units and programmes explicitly
labeled and focused on this subject.
 Industrial engineering
 Production / product development
 Manufacturing
 Logistics engineering
Programmes have to be assigned either to industrial engineering/production or one of the other
engineering fields.

7. Chemical engineering
Our definition of the subject includes the detailed field “0711 Chemical engineering and processes”.
To be included:
 Chemical engineering (plants, products);
 Chemical process engineering
Not to be included:
 Science degrees in chemistry, ISCED detailed field “0531 Chemistry” (in particular if already
included in U-Multirank 2016)

8. Civil engineering
Our definition of the field refers to detailed field “0732 Building and civil engineering”.
Included are both general programmes and specialised sub-fields, such as
 Water/hydraulic engineering
 Transport engineering
Not included are the ISCED detailed fields
 “0731 Architecture and town planning”
 “0521 Environmental sciences”

